Maumee Valley Country Day School
Position Opening: Upper School Long-Term Substitute Math Teacher
Type: Full-time temporary faculty
Application Deadline: Until filled
Start/Estimated End Date: Fall 2021
Maumee Valley Country Day School is a place where children dream, explore, and cultivate
their passions and strengths. As the only secular, PK-12 independent school in northwest Ohio,
we support an accomplished and diverse student body within an innovative and progressive
academic program.
A Maumee Valley education is Personal, Experiential, and Global. We are more than a school
and more than a group of people—we are a community of learners. A Maumee Valley education
is a personal journey of discovery and of action. Through carefully crafted experiences as well
as serendipitous explorations, a Maumee Valley education launches children toward the
discovery of the world and helps them to find their place in it. With our students at the center of
our decision-making, we aspire to seek understanding, grow in our compassion and empathy,
and adapt to the ever-changing world our students will one day lead. Maumee Valley is
grounded in our Mission, Vision, Portrait of an MV Educator, Portrait of an MV Graduate, and
commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
The successful candidate is a collaborative, resourceful, and innovative individual who engages
in the life of the school and builds relationships across various school constituencies. We ask all
of our employees to do the following:
● Fully embrace MV’s mission, the MV2020 Vision, the portrait of an MV educator, and the
portrait of an MV graduate
● Recognize, embrace, and engage in diversity, equity, and inclusion work
● Work collaboratively
● Cultivate an environment of continuous growth
● Place students at the heart of their practice
● Nurture community through actions and attitudes
● Exemplify personal and professional integrity
Key Responsibilities and Duties:
●
●
●
●

Teach a full load of high school level courses in the mathematics department, including
Algebra II and Pre-Calculus
Manage a student load of between 60 and 80 students
Nurture and support an advisee group of between 8 and 12 students
Maintain open lines of communication with students, parents, and colleagues

Skills and Competencies:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Sense of humor and demonstrated success working with teenagers
Ability to teach mathematics classes including Algebra II and Pre-Calculus
Flexible and adaptable
Ability to differentiate instruction
Ability to collaborate with department members to ensure curricular alignment
Able to utilize technology and the school’s online learning platform to share resources
and communicate with students and parents

Credentials:
● Bachelor’s Degree in relevant field required
Background check:
All Maumee Valley employees and volunteers must agree to a comprehensive background
check.
HOW TO APPLY:
Please email your documents in PDF format to hr@mvcds.org.
Documents needed: MVCDS Application, cover letter, resume, and three written
professional letters of reference, and a copy of college transcripts.
Please use the title of the position in the subject line of your email.

